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CHAPI'ER I:

CHAPTER ]T:

( i:.i )

sufvl wt ARV

The aim of this thesis is to present a groundr'Lork

for a naturalistic theory of ethics. An indica-

Lion is given for ulhat ruould count as a naturafis-

tic theory. A naturafistic theory is dÍst'inguished

from a descriptivist theory : the former but not

the latter must be an objectivist theory of

morality. Tt.ro major forns of naturafism are

distinguished: a rdefinistrtheory and an raccountl

theory. The former is concerned r'r-rith the meaning

of r¡ords and the latter is concerned uith property

identity.

Restricting our attention to definist theories tiJe

distinguish three formufations of naturalís,m. 0fl

particular interest j.s a formulation presented by

lLJarnock uhich supposedly is consistent' r¡ith the

I independence r-thesi-s. lJe distinquish betueen an

I/tul theory and an N/11 theory and argue that a

naturafist must at l-eas-t- present an I/V1 theory.

It is then argued that either Uarnockrs theory is

consistent r¡ith the rindependencer-thesis and does

not satisfy the c¡iterion for an adequate naturalistic

theory, or it is not consistent r¡ith the Iindependencer-

thesis and is indistinguishable from traditional

definist theories.
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CHAPTER TV:

CHAPTTR V:
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Naturafism is supposedly misconcieved because it

attempts to bridge Lhe facl/val-ue qap. It is

arguäble that any such gap exists. As is pointed

out, the arguments uhich attempt to shou that

there is a fact /ualue gap seem to presuppose that

gap or at feast require some prior means of dis-

tinguishing betueen fact and val-ue. I attempt to

shoul that the i.nrplicit rprior means I in modern

meta-ethical theory involves an appeal- to a false

empiricist epistemoJ-ogy and theory of rneaning.

A counter-examp-le is presented to l-lumers Lau (no

toughtr from an tist)o An explication and defence

of Searlels attempt to derive an roughtr from an

risr is given. Houever, it is argued that even

if Searlers derivation goes throuqh this does not

shot¡ that morality is objective. That is, Searlers

derivation may shor¡ that descriptivism.is true bu1-

it has not shor'rn that natural-ism is true.

One ofl the princLpà¿ argunents, the Argument from

lvìotivation, that is addressed against naturalism

is considered. Ttuo major lornulations ofl this

argument are distinguished" 01 tl-re psychological-

algument -i L is argued that a) its premises are

dubious, b ) in its mosL plaus-ible ve::sion ít is

invaÌid, and c ) tnat even if it uere val-id it t¡ould



CHAPTIR VI:
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not shot.r tl-rat a definist theory is fafse. 0f

the meta-l:Lnguistic argument it is argued that

a) its premises are dubious, and b) that even

ifl the argument uere sound this ulould not shotl

that an account theory is faLse.

The second of the princLpã/. arguments, the Open

Question Argumentr that is addressed against

naturafism is considered. It is argued that thís

argument seen as an arqument about the meaning of

t-rords either begs the question or at best pushes

the dispute back a step r,.rithout doing anything

to settl-e the issue. But even if the argument

shoued that definist theories are false this tLould

not shor,.r that account theories are false because

there are contingent property identity statements.

UJhether an account 1-heory is a plausibl-e theory is

then considered. It is argued that account theories

are plausible but their es1-abl-ishment depends on

the making ofl vast generalizations about human

beings and their predicament"
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This thesis contains no material- r¡hich

has been accepted for the atrrard of any

other degree or diploma in any univer-

sity and that, to the best of my knotLr-

ledge and belief, the thesis contains

no material previously published or

r¡ritten by another Person, except uhen

due reference is made in the text of

the thesis.
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